Critical Site Selection Factor #8: Proximity to Major
Markets
With the ever‐growing passion for faster customer delivery, proximity to major markets is
becoming an increasingly important site selection factor.
Mark Crawford, Contributing Editor, (Q4 2016)
This series examines the top‐10 location factors from Area Development’s Q1/2016 Corporate Survey that
determine where our readers will locate and/or expand their facilities. Availability of skilled labor is their
primary concern, followed by highway accessibility. Our readers are also concerned about prospective
locations’ quality of life. Find out what else companies like yours should consider when making your next
location/expansion decision.

It has always made sense logistically — being close to customers reduces shipping costs,
transportation distances, traffic delays, and travel times, all of which improve operational
efficiency and cost. New trucking regulations that limit how much drivers can drive within a
certain time period also raise the value of proximity to markets.
Proximity to market is especially important when considering sites for new distribution
warehousing and fulfillment center operations. Keep in mind, however, that “proximity” is a
relative term.
“Twenty years ago, proximity to major markets usually meant a one‐ or two‐day transit from
the warehouse or plant to the final customer,” says John Boyd, site consultant and principal
with The Boyd Company in Princeton, N.J. “Today, however, due to the rise of e‐commerce and
omni‐channel retailing, coupled with Amazon’s quest for same‐day delivery, the term
‘proximity to major markets’ takes on a whole new meaning and underscores the importance of
speed‐to‐market in today’s instant‐gratification economy.”
Operating Cost Ranking
Operating costs can vary drastically among sites that contend for proximity‐to‐market status.
The accompanying charts shows an overall cost ranking of 10 surveyed distribution locations
prepared by The Boyd Company — all locations show superior access to major buying power
concentrations within the rich Northeast U.S. and Eastern Canadian consumer market. Annual
costs are based on a 500,000‐square‐foot distribution center employing 250 workers.

A proximity‐to‐market hotspot is eastern Ontario in Canada — located within a few hours of
both Toronto and Montreal and within same‐day delivery of vast U.S. mega‐markets stretching
from Boston to Baltimore. “Major market proximity — along with exchange rate advantages
favoring Canada — is overcoming previous administrative hurdles at the borders, which have
been greatly streamlined in recent years by the Free and Secure Trade (FAST) program,” says
Boyd.
For businesses serving international customers, proximity to major markets often translates
into proximity to major U.S. deepwater ports. The recently expanded Panama Canal is already
affecting port‐proximate site selection planning. “Container shipments are projected to
increase tremendously at U.S. East Coast ports over the next several years, creating port‐
proximate inland distribution enclaves in cities situated within a few hour’s truck drayage of
deepwater port terminals like Miami, Savannah, Charleston, Norfolk, Baltimore,
Newark/Elizabeth, Boston, and eastern Canadian cities served by the St. Lawrence Seaway,”
Boyd adds.
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Last‐Mile Delivery
Probably the most dynamic link in the supply chain dealing with market proximity is “last mile”
— that movement of goods from a distribution center to the final destination in the home.
“Amazon has done much to challenge and rewrite the rules of last‐mile delivery,” notes Boyd.
“Today, proximity to major markets and speed of delivery are trumping many of the more
conventional site selection drivers related to taxes, labor, and real estate costs. Witness the
surge of new fulfillment centers being constructed by Amazon in market‐rich states like
California and New Jersey, despite their high costs and challenging business climates.”
Last‐mile delivery has also produced a new “residence‐proximate” warehousing subsector: the
locker. Studies show that online shoppers not only want their packages immediately, but they
also want them delivered to places other than their homes.
“Lockers are already common in densely populated and highly urbanized Europe,” says Boyd.
“We anticipate lockers will become a growth sector within the retail site selection field over the
next few years. Amazon already has automated lockers in major markets in six states.”

